Product key
Chute magnet

Product
- SCH: Chute magnet
- SCHZ: special Chute magnet

Type
- M: Manual cleaning
- P: Pneumatic cleaning

Magnet quality
- N: N35, Br 11 200 Gauss, Tmax 80°
- HT: N35SH, Br 12 200 Gauss, Tmax 150°

Magnet width x height (thickness) [mm]
- 204x32
- 204x55

Magnet length [mm]

Wedge/extractor
- B: Basic - no wedge
- Z: Special / With wedge (intermittently welded) / With wedge (fully welded)

Material
- B: Basic
- W: Wear resistant: extractor plate Manganese steel

Detection
- B: Basic - no sensor
- D: with sensor (shut detection)
- Z: Special
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